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Finding Causality and Responsibility
for Probabilistic Reverse Skyline
Query Non-Answers
Yunjun Gao,Member, IEEE, Qing Liu, Gang Chen, Linlin Zhou, and Baihua Zheng,Member, IEEE
Abstract—Causality and responsibility is an essential tool in the database community for providing intuitive explanations for answers/
non-answers to queries. Causality denotes the causes for the answers/non-answers to queries, and responsibility represents the
degree of a cause which reflects its influence on the answers/non-answers to queries. In this paper, we study the causality and
responsibility problem (CRP) for the non-answers to probabilistic reverse skyline queries (PRSQ). We first formalize CRP on PRSQ,
and then, we propose an efficient algorithm termed as CP to compute the causality and responsibility for the non-answers to PRSQ. CP
first finds candidate causes, and then, it performs verification to obtain actual causes with their responsibilities, during which several
strategies are used to boost efficiency. Further, we explore the CRP for the non-answers to reverse skyline queries. Towards this, we
extend CP to identify directly all the actual causes and their responsibilities for a non-answer to reverse skyline queries without
additional verification. Extensive experiments using both real and synthetic data sets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of
our presented algorithms.
Index Terms—Causality and responsibility, probabilistic reverse skyline query, reverse skyline query, algorithm
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
EXPLANATION capability is one of the important andessential features for database systems, which can offer
users with the explanations for query results. Recently, cau-
sality and responsibility has become a useful tool in the
database community for providing intuitive explanations
for answers/non-answers to queries, which was first intro-
duced to the database community by Meliou et al. [28], [29],
[30], [32]. To be more specific, given a query Q over a data-
base P, causality aims to find all the tuples in P that cause
the presence of answers or the absence of non-answers to
the query Q. Responsibility quantifies the effect that each
cause has on the appearance of an answer or the absence of
a non-answer, which is defined as a function of the size of
the smallest contingency set. In the database literature, the
causality and responsibility problem (CRP) has been explored
in relational databases [28], [29], [30], [38] and probabilistic
nearest neighbor search [27]. Nonetheless, CRP is query-
dependent. None of the existing techniques can find effi-
ciently the causality and responsibility for the answers/
non-answers to probabilistic reverse skyline queries
(PRSQ), which has a wide range of applications such as
multi-criteria decision making, sensor data monitoring, and
business planning [2], [26]. As an example, potential cus-
tomers/buyers might be identified based on the scores of
buyer profiles for business planning [34]. For PRSQ, each
object can be regarded as a buyer profile. The probability of
an object being a reverse skyline object is able to be consid-
ered as its score. Thus, the object with higher score/proba-
bility can be identified as the potential buyer. To this end, in
this paper, we investigate CRP on probabilistic reverse sky-
line queries, which can enhance the explanation capability
for database systems and thus improve the usability of the
database. It is worth noting that, in the paper, we focus on
the non-answers, because finding the causality and responsi-
bility for the answers to probabilistic reverse skyline queries
is relatively easy.
Before presenting the probabilistic reverse skyline query,
we first give the definition of reverse skyline. For a specified
D-dimensional dataset P and a query object q, the reverse
skyline consists of all the objects whose dynamic skyline con-
tains q [14]. In particular, if q belongs to the dynamic skyline
of p 2 P , there does not exist another object p0 2 P satisfying
(i) 8i 2 ½1;D, jp0½i  p½ij  jq½i  p½ij; and (ii) 9j 2 ½1; D,
jp0½j  p½jj < jq½j  p½jj. Here, p½i refers to p0s ith dimen-
sional value, andwe suppose the smaller the better. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 1a, query object q does not belong to the dynamic
skyline of a. Thus, a is not in the reverse skyline (i.e., d, e, and
g) shown in Fig. 1b. Based on the reverse skyline, Lian and
Chen [26] study the reverse skyline query on uncertain data,
i.e., the probabilistic reverse skyline query, motivated by the
uncertainty in real-world data. Given a D-dimensional
uncertain dataset P, a query object q, and a probability
threshold a, a probabilistic reverse skyline query returns the
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objects in P whose probabilities to be reverse skyline objects
are no less than a. Fig. 1c depicts an example of probabilistic
reverse skyline query, where each uncertain object has two
samples with equal existence probability 0.5. The probability
of an uncertain object u to be a reverse skyline object, denoted
as Pr(u), can be accumulated from all the possible worlds of
P [26]. Hence, in Fig. 1c, PrðaÞ ¼ 0:5, PrðbÞ ¼ 0:25, PrðcÞ ¼ 0,
PrðdÞ ¼ 0:75, PrðeÞ ¼ 1, PrðfÞ ¼ 0:25, PrðgÞ ¼ 0:625, PrðhÞ ¼ 0,
and PrðiÞ ¼ 0. If a ¼ 0:5, uncertain objects a, d, e, and g form
the probabilistic reverse skyline.
The probabilistic reverse skyline query is a useful tool for
multi-criteria decision making [26]. As an example, the
coach of a basketball team wants to recruit a new player
with some preferred skills, and selects candidates for the
position. Clearly, a player is a candidate of this position if
there are no other candidates who are more suitable to the
position for all skills. Since the records of a basketball player
are different in different seasons, the player can be modeled
as an uncertain object, and all the records of the player con-
stitute the instances of the uncertain object. Thus, in this
case, the coach can take the new position as a query object,
and conduct a probabilistic reverse skyline query on the
uncertain dataset formed by all basketball players to find
those candidates who have the new position as their
dynamic skylines with high probability.
In some instances, the returned results may disappoint the
users. Continue the aforementioned example. If the basket-
ball player finds himself absent from the candidate set, he
might ask questions such as “What cause me unqualified for this
position?What are the degrees of those causes?”, and is very keen
to find out answers that might be helpful to him. Intuitively,
if the player is not qualified for the position, there must have
other more suitable players than him, which constitute the
causes for his absence from the query result. Those causes
enable the player to understand his competitors better and
thus to improve his skills to exceed other players. To this end,
we study the problem of finding the causality and responsi-
bility for the non-answers to probabilistic reverse skyline
queries. Take Fig. 1c as an example. It is observed that b is a
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object since the probability
of q being dominated by aw.r.t. b is 0:75ð>0:5 ¼ aÞ. Hence, a
is the cause of the fact that b is a non-probabilistic-reverse
skyline object. It is worth mentioning that, the responsibility
of a cause is defined as a function of the size of its smallest
contingency set, which is to be detailed in Section 2.
Finding the causality and responsibility for the non-
answers to probabilistic reverse skyline queries poses two
major challenges. The first one is how to efficiently find the
causes for the non-answers. To this end, we propose a filter-
and-refinement framework to identify the causes for the
non-answers to probabilistic reverse skyline queries. Specif-
ically, we find the candidate cause set and then refine it to
get the actual causes. The second challenge is how to effi-
ciently find the minimum contingency set for every cause,
since we define the responsibility of a cause as a function of
the size of its smallest contingency set. Towards this, for
each cause of a non-answer to the probabilistic reverse sky-
line query, the minimal contingency set is found by examin-
ing the candidate contingency set. In order to reduce the
examination cost, we present several lemmas to identify the
true objects (false objects) that must be present in (absent
from) the minimum contingency set.
If the uncertain object only has a single value with the
probability being 1, it corresponds to the certain data. In light
of this, we explore the causality and responsibility problem
on reverse skyline queries, and extend our techniques to find
the causality and responsibility for the non-answers to
reverse skyline queries, which show the flexibility of our
methods.
To sum up, the key contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows:
 We formalize the causality and responsibility prob-
lem (CRP for short) on probabilistic reverse skyline
queries.
 We present an efficient algorithm to compute the
CRP for the non-answers to probabilistic reverse sky-
line queries, based on the discrete sample and con-
tinuous pdf uncertain data models, respectively.
 We extend our approaches to tackle the CRP for the
non-answers to reverse skyline queries.
 We conduct extensive experiments with both real
and synthetic data sets to demonstrate the effective-
ness and efficiency of our proposed algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
formulates the problem studied in the paper. Sections 3 and
4 elaborate our approaches for computing the CRP for the
non-answers to probabilistic reverse skyline queries and
reverse skyline queries, respectively. Section 5 reports
experimental results and our findings. Section 6 reviews
related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with
some directions for future work.
2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formalize the causality and responsibility
problem over probabilistic reverse skyline queries. Table 1
Fig. 1. Example of reverse skyline and probabilistic reverse skyline queries.
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summarizes the notations used frequently throughout this
paper.
2.1 CRP Formulation
Let P be a D-dimensional dataset, and Q be a query. The fact
that an object a 2 P is (is not) an answer to Q over P is
denoted as P QðaÞðP 2QðaÞÞ. Next, we formally define the
causality and responsibility for non-answers to queries
below.
Definition 1 (Causality). Given a D-dimensional dataset P, a
non-answer an to a query Q, i.e., P 2QðanÞ, and an object
pð6¼ anÞ 2 P . Then, for the query Q over P:
(i) If ðP  pÞ  QðanÞ, p is a counterfactual cause for an;
(ii) If there exists a contingency set G  P for p such that
ðP  GÞ 2 QðanÞ but ðP  G pÞ  QðanÞ, p is an
actual cause for an.
In other words, if a non-answer an becomes an answer
after removing an object p from P, the object p is a counter-
factual cause for an. Furthermore, if there is a contingency
set G  P satisfying that p is a counterfactual cause for an on
P  G, the object p is an actual cause for an. Note that, the
contingency set actually consists of the tuples from the data-
set P, i.e., it is the subset of P, and there might be many con-
tingency sets for a real cause. It is obvious that the
counterfactual cause is a special case of an actual cause
where G ¼ .
It is worth mentioning that, the definition of causality fol-
lows [27], which is different from the one defined for rela-
tional databases [30]. This is because the causality defined
in [30] is to find the objects, denoted as O, whose absence
from the database P causes an to be a non-answer, i.e., if we
add O to P, an will become the answer. However, for the
probabilistic reverse skyline query, whether an object is a
non-answer to the probabilistic reverse skyline query is
only determined by the database P, rather than the objects
that are not in P. Consequently, the definition of the causal-
ity proposed by Meliou et al. [30] cannot be applied directly
to our studied problem. Based on the definition of causality,
we define the responsibility below, which follows [27], [30].
Definition 2 (Responsibility). Let an object p 2 P be an
actual cause for a non-answer an to a query Q, and G range
over all contingency sets for p. Then, the responsibility of p for
an, denoted as rðp; anÞ, is
rðp; anÞ ¼ 1
1þminG Gj j : (1)
In brief, the responsibility of p being a cause for a non-
answer is defined as a function of the size of p0s smallest
contingency set. According to Definition 2, if an object is
a counterfactual cause for a non-answer, its responsibility
is 1 due to G ¼ ; and if an object is an actual cause for a
non-answer, its responsibility is between 0 and 1. By
convention, if an object is not a cause for a non-answer,
its responsibility is 0. Based on Definitions 1 and 2, we
summarize the causality and responsibility problem as
follows:
Causality and Responsibility Problem. Given a D-dimen-
sional dataset P, and a non-answer an to a query Q on P, the
causality and responsibility problem on Q should compute
the set of the actual causes from P, denoted as C, together
with their corresponding responsibilities for an.
2.2 CR2PRSQ Formulation
In this section, we first formally define the reverse skyline
query (RSQ) [14] and the probabilistic reverse skyline query
[26], and then, we present the definition of the CRP on
PRSQ. Given three objects p1, p2, and p3 in a D-dimensional
dataset P, if p1 dominates p2 w.r.t. p3, denoted as p1p3 p2, it
must hold that (i) 8i 2 ½1; D, jp1½i  p3½ij  jp2½i  p3½ij,
and (ii) 9j 2 ½1; D, jp1½j  p3½jj < jp2½j  p3½jj [35].
Definition 3 (Reverse Skyline Query [14]). Given a D-
dimensional dataset P and a query object q, a reverse skyline
query finds all the objects in P that take q as one of their
dynamic skyline objects, that is, if an object p 2 P is a reverse
skyline object of q, there does not exist any other object
p0ð6¼ pÞ 2 P such that p0 p q.
For instance, Fig. 1b shows an example of RSQ, where
objects d, e, and g constitute the reverse skyline of a specified
query object q.
Based on the reverse skyline query, we formalize the
probabilistic reverse skyline query. First, we introduce the
uncertain data model for uncertain datasets. Specifically,
given a D-dimensional uncertain dataset P, every uncer-
tain object u 2 P is modeled by an uncertain region,
denoted as UR(u), in which u resides. The probabilistic dis-
tribution of u is described by either discrete samples [24],
[37] or a continuous probability density function (pdf) [9],
[10]. For ease of understanding, in the sequel, we assume
that the uncertain dataset follows the discrete sample
model. Nevertheless, all the techniques proposed for the
CRP on PRSQ can also be extended to the pdf model, as to
be discussed later. For the discrete sample model, each
uncertain object u 2 P contains lu mutually exclusive sam-
ples uið1  i  luÞ. Every sample ui is assigned with an
appearance probability ui:p satisfying (i) 0 <ui:p  1 and
(ii) Slui¼1 ui:p ¼ 1. Like work presented in [26], [27], we
assume that uncertain objects in the dataset are indepen-
dent of each other, and the coordinates of every object are
also independent. Now, we formally define the probabilis-
tic reverse skyline query.
TABLE 1
Symbols and Description
Notation Description
P an uncertain D-dimensional dataset
P a certain D-dimensional dataset
rðo; anÞ the responsibility of a cause o for a
non-answer an
G a contingency set
P ð2ÞRSQðaÞ the object a is (not) an answer to the
reverse skyline query over a dataset P
P ð2ÞPRSQðaÞ the object a is (not) an answer to the
probabilistic reverse skyline query on
an uncertain dataset P
PrðuÞ the probability of an uncertain object u
to be a reverse skyline point
a a probability threshold
pwðPÞ a possible world of an uncertain dataset P
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Definition 4 (Probabilistic Reverse Skyline Query [26]).
Given a D-dimensional uncertain dataset P, a query object q,
and a probability threshold a 2 ð0; 1, a probabilistic reverse
skyline query retrieves those objects u 2 P such that the proba-
bility of u being a reverse skyline object, denoted as Pr(u), is no
smaller than a, i.e.,
PrðuÞ ¼
Xlu
i¼1
ui:p 	
Y
8u02pfug
1 Prfu0uiqg
 
0
@
1
A 
 a (2)
in which Prfu0 ui qg is the probability of q being dynamically
dominated by u0 w.r.t. ui, and
Prfu0 ui qg ¼
Xlu0
j¼1^u0
j
ui q
u0j:p: (3)
For simplicity, we assume that the query object q is a cer-
tain object, following [26], [27]. According to Definition 4,
we formulate the CRP on PRSQ below. Note that, we call a
non-answer to a probabilistic reverse skyline query as a
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object.
Definition 5 (CRP on PRSQ). Given an uncertain dataset P,
a query object q, a probability threshold a 2 ð0; 1, and a non-
probabilistic-reverse skyline object an, the CRP on PRSQ
(CR2PRSQ) needs to (i) find a set C  P such that (a) 8c 2 C,
c is an actual cause for an, and (b) 8c0 2 ðP  CÞ, c0 is not an
actual cause for an; and (ii) 8c 2 C, compute its degree of
responsibility rðc; anÞ based on Equation (1).
As an example, in Fig. 1c, the uncertain object c is a non-
probabilistic-reverse skyline object as PrðcÞ ¼ 0ða ¼ 0:5Þ. If
the uncertain object d is deleted from the uncertain dataset,
PrðcÞ ¼ 1, i.e., c becomes a probabilistic reverse skyline
object. Therefore, the uncertain object d is a counterfactual
cause for c, with responsibility rðd; cÞ ¼ 1.
We would like to highlight that CR2PRSQ and CR-PNN
problem studied in [27] are very different. The goal of
CR2PRSQ is to compute all the causes and their responsibil-
ities for a specified non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object
while the target of CR-PNN problem is to compute the
expected responsibility, which is different from responsibility,
for each uncertain object on probabilistic nearest neighbor
queries.
3 CR2PRSQ COMPUTATION
In this section, we present the algorithm for computing the
causality and responsibility for a non-probabilistic-reverse
skyline object. In what follows, we employ a running
example, shown in Fig. 2, to facilitate the understanding of
CR2PRSQ computation. Specifically, it contains an uncer-
tain object set P ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; ig, in which each
uncertain object has two through four samples. For simplic-
ity, we assume that all the samples corresponding to the
same uncertain object share equal existence probabilities. In
other words, if an uncertain object u has lu samples, each
sample ui 2 uði 2 ½1; luÞ has its existence probability being
1=lu. In addition, we assume that the uncertain object c is a
specified non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object, and the
probability threshold a ¼ 0:5.
3.1 CR2PRSQ Algorithm
CR2PRSQ computation involves two aspects, i.e., the com-
putation of the causality and its corresponding responsibil-
ity. Based on Definition 2, the responsibility is defined as a
function of the size of the smallest contingency set, which
can be found during the computation of causality. Thus, in
the following, we will mostly focus on how to find the cau-
sality for a given non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object.
A naive method to support CR2PRSQ computation is to
examine, for every uncertain object u 2 P, all the subsets of
the uncertain dataset P to find u0s contingency set. Clearly,
this approach has OðjPj  2jPjÞ as its time complexity, in
which jPj refers to the cardinality of P. It is obvious that,
this naive approach is infeasible because of high time com-
plexity. Consequently, next, we propose a more efficient
algorithm for computing the causality and responsibility for
the specified non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object.
CR2PRSQ aims to find all the causes for the non-probabi-
listic-reverse skyline object. As mentioned in the naive
method for CR2PRSQ earlier, the whole search space is P,
which is very large especially when the cardinality of P is
high. Fortunately, we find that some objects cannot be the
actual causes for the non-probabilistic-reverse skyline
object, and identifying and removing such objects can help
to shrink the search space. In the sequel, we first present
Lemma 1 to identify those unqualified causes.
Lemma 1. Given an uncertain dataset P, a non-probabilistic-
reverse skyline object an, an uncertain object u 2 P, and a
query object q, if q is not dominated by u w.r.t. an in all possible
worlds of P, u is not an actual cause for an.
Proof. Since an is a non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object,
based on Definition 4, there must exist other object(s) in
P, denoted as O  P, such that 8o 2 O, the probability of
q being dynamically dominated by o w.r.t. an is bigger
than 0. Note that the set O, rather than P O, determines
the PrðanÞ, i.e., the probability of an being a probabilistic
reverse skyline object. If the uncertain object u is an actual
cause for an, it must satisfy one of the conditions listed in
Definition 1. (a) If we remove u from the dataset P, an is
still a non-answer to the probabilistic reverse skyline
query on the dataset P  fug (i.e., ðP  fugÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ),
asO does not change and the PrðanÞ also does not change.
Hence, it does not satisfy the condition (i) of Definition 1,
meaning that u is not a counterfactual cause for an.
(b) Assume that there is a non-empty set GðPÞ. If
G  O; ðP  GÞ  PRSQðanÞ (i.e., an is an answer to the
probabilistic reverse skyline query on the dataset P  G);
otherwise, ðP  G fugÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ. Consequently,
Fig. 2. A running example of CR2PRSQ.
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there is no qualifying contingency set for u that satisfies
the condition (ii) of Definition 1, and it is not a real cause
for an. Therefore, u is not an actual cause for an, and the
proof completes. tu
In other words, if q is dominated by u w.r.t. an with the
probability 0, the uncertain object u cannot be an actual
cause for an. Based on this observation, we can find all the
candidate causes for a non-probabilistic-reverse skyline
object with the time complexity of OðjPj2Þ. That is to com-
pute the probability of q being dominated by u w.r.t. an, for
every uncertain object u 2 P. However, we are not satisfied
with OðjPj2Þ time complexity, and we would like to intro-
duce a more efficient method that does not need to traverse
the entire dataset P.
Lemma 2. Given two uncertain objects u, u0 2 P, and a query
object q, for each sample ui 2 u, we form a hyper-rectangle
Reci that is centered at ui and has the coordinate-wise distance
to the query object q as its extent. If there is a sample
u0k 2 u0ði 6¼ kÞ locating within the hyper-rectangle Reci formed
by a sample ui 2 u, the probability of q being dominated by u0
w.r.t. u is bigger than 0.
Proof. If a sample u0k 2 u0 locates inside the hyper-rectangle
formed by the sample ui 2 u, it must hold that
(i) 8j 2 ½1;D, ju0k½j  ui½jj  jq½j  ui½jj; and (ii) 9j 2 ½1;D,
ju0k½j  ui½jj < jq½j  ui½jj. Thus, there is a possible world,
in which q is dominated by u0 w.r.t. u. According to Equa-
tion (3), the probability of q being dominated by u0 w.r.t. u
is the summation of all the possible worlds, where q is
dominated by u0 w.r.t. u. Hence, the probability of q being
dominated by u0 w.r.t. u is larger than 0, and the proof
completes. tu
Take Fig. 3, which is in a two-dimentional space, as an
example. One of the samples of uncertain object u4 lies
within the rectangle Recc formed by a sample of u1. Thus, q
has the probability to be dominated by u4 w.r.t. u1. Based on
Lemma 2, we can find efficiently all the candidate causes by
using the range query. To be more specific, we first maintain
a hyper-rectangle list to store all the hyper-rectangles
formed by every sample of a non-probabilistic-reverse sky-
line object. Then, we traverse the R-tree, which indexes the
uncertain dataset P, in a branch-and-bound manner. If
the sample of an uncertain object locates inside one of the
hyper-rectangles in the hyper-rectangle list, the correspond-
ing uncertain object is one of the candidate causes for the
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object. Otherwise, it is not
a candidate cause. Take the running example in Fig. 2 as an
example. In Fig. 2, we form the rectangle for each sample of
c, namely, Recc1, Recc2, Recc3, and Recc4. Obviously, uncer-
tain objects b, d, e, f, h, and i all have the sample(s) falling
into at least one of the rectangles formed by c1, c2, c3, and c4.
Thus, b, d, e, f, h, and i constitute the candidate causes for c.
After finding the candidate cause set, denoted as Cc, we
need to further examine every cci 2 Cc by finding a contin-
gency set G  P, such that (i) ðP  GÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ (i.e., an is
not an answer to the probabilistic reverse skyline query
over an uncertain dataset P  G); and (ii) ðP  G fccigÞ 
PRSQðanÞ (i.e., an is an answer to the probabilistic reverse
skyline query on an uncertain dataset P  G fccig). If we
can find the G satisfying the above two conditions, the can-
didate cause cci is an actual cause for an. Note that, if cci is
an actual cause for an, we need to find the minimum G
among all the contingency sets in order to compute the
responsibility of cci. In other words, if we manage to find
the minimum contingency set earlier, we can achieve both
the goal of determining whether the candidate cause is an
actual cause and the goal of computing the responsibility of
the cause earlier.
In the following, we explain how to find the minimum
contingency set for the candidate cause. As G  P, a naive
approach is to examine all the subsets of P. However, in
total 2jPj subsets have to be examined for a single candidate
cause in the worst case. Evidently, it is too expensive, and
we prefer to examine a smaller number of subsets. To this
end, we develop Lemma 3 below, which guarantees that
some objects in P cannot contribute to the minimum contin-
gency set and thus can be skipped.
Lemma 3. Given an uncertain dataset P, a non-probabilistic-
reverse skyline object an, a candidate cause set Cc, an actual
cause c 2 Cc for an with the corresponding minimum contin-
gency set G, and an uncertain object u, if u 2 P  Cc, u 62 G.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that u2 G. Since c is an
actual cause for an with the minimum contingency set G,
(i) ðP  GÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ, and (ii) ðP  G fcgÞ  PRSQðanÞ.
According to Equation (2), the probability PrðanÞ of an
being a reverse skyline object is only impacted by
the objects in Cc. As the object u 2 P  Cc, u does not
affect PrðanÞ. Hence, (i) ðP  G fugÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ, and
(ii) ðP  G c fugÞ  PRSQðanÞ, indicating that
G fug is also a contingency set for the actual cause c.
However, jG fugj < jGj. Thus, G is not the minimum
contingency set, which contradicts the condition of
Lemma 3. The proof completes. tu
Based on Lemma 3, only the objects in the candidate
cause set Cc can contribute to the minimum contingency set,
i.e., G  Cc. For instance, in Fig. 2, uncertain objects a and g
are not the candidate causes. Thus, they can be discarded
safely when finding the minimum contingency set for any
actual cause. Using Lemma 3, we can prune away unquali-
fied objects to reduce the search space for the minimum con-
tingency set. In addition, we also observe that some objects
in Cc are definitely present in (absent from) the minimum
contingency set for any actual cause, as stated in the follow-
ing lemmas.
Lemma 4. Given an uncertain dataset P, a non-probabilistic-
reverse skyline object an, a candidate cause set Cc, an actual
cause c 2 Cc for an with the corresponding minimum
Fig. 3. Example of Lemma 2.
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contingency set G, and an uncertain object c0ð6¼cÞ 2 Cc, for
every sample of an, we can form a hyper-rectangle centered at p
and having the coordinate-wise distance to a query object q as
its extent, if c0 is contained in all the hyper-rectangles formed
by each sample of an, then c02 G.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, c0 62 G. Based on Equation
(2), if P contains c0, PrðanÞ ¼ 0. Hence, (i) ðP  GÞ2
PRSQðanÞ, and (ii) ðP  G fcgÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ, meaning
that G is not a qualified contingency set, which contradicts
the condition of Lemma 4. Therefore, c02 G, and the proof
completes. tu
Lemma 5. Given an uncertain dataset P, a non-probabilistic-
reverse skyline object an, an actual cause c1 for an with the cor-
responding minimum contingency set G, and an uncertain
object c2ð6¼c1Þ 2 P, if c2 is a counterfactual cause for an, then
c2 62 G.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, c2 2 G. Since c2 is a counter-
factual cause for an, ðP  fc2gÞ  PRSQðanÞ. If c2 2 G,
ðP  GÞ  PRSQðanÞ. Hence, G is not a qualified contin-
gency set of c1, which contradicts with the condition of
Lemma 5. Thus, c2 62 G, and the proof completes. tu
Based on Lemmas 4 and 5, we have that (i) if an uncertain
object u is contained in all the hyper-rectangles formed by
the samples of an, umust be present in the minimum contin-
gency set of any other actual cause; and (ii) if an uncertain
object u’ is a counterfactual cause, it must be absent from the
minimum contingency set of any other actual cause. The two
lemmas enable us to further narrow the search space of the
contingency set, and the number of the subsets to be exam-
ined can be reduced to 2jCcCa[Cbj, where Ca denotes the set
of the objects that locate into the hyper-rectangles formed by
all the samples of a specified non-probabilistic-reverse sky-
line object, and Cb represents a counterfactual cause set.
Nonetheless, if jCc  Ca [ Cbj is still large, the processing
time is still costly. Consequently, we develop Lemma 6 to
further cut down the number of the subsets to be examined.
Lemma 6. Given an uncertain dataset P, an actual cause c for an
with the corresponding minimum contingency set Gð6¼ Þ, and
a candidate cause c0 2 G, if ðP  fG fc0gg  fcgÞ 2
PRSQðanÞ, c0 is an actual cause for an with the contingency set
ðfG fc0ggÞ [ fcg.
Proof. As c is a real cause for an, ðP  G fcgÞ  PRSQðanÞ.
If ðP  fG fc0gg  fcgÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ, it satisfies the con-
dition (ii) of Definition 1. Thus, c0 is an actual cause for an
with the contingency sets ðfG fc0ggÞ [ fcg. tu
Actually, the minimum contingency set G of an actual
cause c can also be used to shrink the search space of the
minimum contingency set for other candidate causes in G
according to Lemma 6. Moreover, recall that our goal is to
find the minimum contingency set for the candidate cause.
If we examine the sets in the order of their cardinalities, the
first contingency set G found will be the minimum one.
These observations explain how we further reduce the num-
ber of the candidate contingency sets examined, and how
we terminate the evaluation process earlier.
Integrating all the aforementioned techniques, we develop
an algorithm, termed as CP, to compute the causality and
responsibility for the non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object,
which follows a filter-and-refinement framework. Specifica-
lly, CPutilizes Lemma 2 to get the candidate causes for a given
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object, and then, it gets the
actual causes and their responsibilities using Lemmas 3, 4, 5,
and 6. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of algorithmCP.
Algorithm 1. CR2PRSQ Algorithm (CP)
Input: a non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object an, a query
object q, an R-tree RP on a set P of uncertain data
objects, a threshold a
Output: a causality and responsibility set CR
/Cc is a candidate causes set, G is a contingency set, G1 is the
set to store the objects that must be in the contingency set, N
is the set to record the cardinality of the minimum contin-
gency set found currently for the candidate cause, and RecList
is the set to store the hyper-rectangles formed by each sample
of an.
/
1: form the hyper-rectangles for each sample of an, and store
them in RecList
2: initialize the min-heap Hwith all the root entries ofRP
3: whileH 6¼  do
4: de-heap the top entry e of H
5: if e crosses a rec 2 RecList then
6: if e is a data object then add e to Cc // Lemma 2
7: else // e is an intermediate (i.e., a non-leaf) node
8: expand e, and insert all its child entries to H
9: if a ¼ 1 then
10: for each entry cci 2 Cc do
11: add cci to CR, and cci .r 1=jCcj
12: else
13: for each entry cci 2 Cc do
14: if cci locates into each hyper-rectangle in RecList then
15: add cci to G1
16: if cci is a counterfactual cause for an then
17: add cci to CR, cci:r 1, and delete cci from Cc
// Lemma 5
18: for each ni 2 N do ni  jCcj  1
19: for each entry cci 2 Cc do
20: G FMCS(Cc, cci, ni, G, G1, a) // Algorithm 2
21: if G 6¼Ø then // Lemma 3
22: add cci to CR, and cci .r 1=ðjGj þ 1Þ
23: else if G ¼Ø and ni 6¼ jCcj  1 then
24: add cci to CR, and cci:r 1=ðni þ 1Þ
25: return CR
CP takes as inputs a query object q, a non-probabilistic-
reverse skyline object an, an uncertain object set P indexed
by an R-tree, and a probability threshold a, and outputs all
the actual causes and their responsibilities for an. In the fil-
tering step, CP finds all the candidate causes by traversing
the R-treeRP (lines 1-8). Specifically, CP forms a hyper-rect-
angle list RecList for an (line 1). Then, it accesses the R-tree in
a branch-and-bound manner. For an entry e that intersects
with a hyper-rectangle in RecList, if e is a data object, it is
added to the candidate cause set; otherwise, e must be an
intermediate node and thus is expanded. After finding all
the candidate causes, if a ¼ 1, all the candidate causes are
the actual causes with equal responsibility (lines 10-11).
Otherwise, the algorithm (i) finds the objects that must be in
any cause’s contingency set, and adds them to G1 (line 15);
and (ii) finds all the counterfactual causes, and removes
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them from Cc since they cannot be in the minimum contin-
gency set of other actual causes (lines 16-17). Next, CP initi-
alizes ni 2 N with jCcj  1, which records the cardinality of
the minimum contingency set currently found for the
remaining candidate causes (line 18). In the refinement step,
CP invokes the function FMCS to find theminimum contin-
gency set for every remaining candidate cause with the car-
dinality smaller than ni (line 20). If the minimum
contingency set exists, the candidate cause is a real cause,
and FMCS computes its responsibility (lines 21-22). Note
that, if ni 6¼ jCcj  1 and there does not exist a contingency
set whose cardinality is smaller than ni, the candidate cause
is also an actual cause (lines 23-24), because the minimum
contingency set is found by FMCS based on Lemma 6 before
the candidate cause is verified.
The pseudo-code of FMCS is shown in Algorithm 2. It
retrieves the minimum contingency set via examining sets
based on ascending order of their cardinalities (lines 2-4). It
is terminated as soon as function combine returns the mini-
mum contingency set G (lines 9-17). Then, FMCS uses G to
shrink the search space of the contingency set for other can-
didate causes in G (lines 5-7). Finally, FMCS returns the min-
imum contingency set. It is worth noting that, combine is a
recursive function to return the subset of the candidate
cause set (lines 9-14), and to verify whether it is a contin-
gency set (lines 15-17).
Algorithm 2. Finding Minimal Contingency Set (FMCS)
Input: a candidate cause set Cc, a candidate cause cc to be
verified, the cardinality of currently found minimal
contingency sets ni of cc, a set G to store the minimal
contingency set, a set G1 that must be contained in the
final G, a threshold a
Output: the minimal contingency set G
1: initialize G 
2: for i 1 to ni  jG1j do
3: tag combine (Cc  G1  fccg;G1; i;G)
4: if tag is True then break
5: for each entry oj 2 G do // Lemma 6
6: if oj is not verified and ðP  fG fojgg  fccgÞ 2
PRSQðanÞ then
7: nj  jGj
8: return G
Function combine(C, G1, i, G)
/ finding the subsets of Cwith cardinality i. /
9: tag False
10: for j 1 to jCj  i do add cj 2 C to G
11: if i> 1 then
12: combine(C  fcjg, G1, i 1, G)
13: else // find a subset
14: G G [ G1 // Lemma 4
15: if ðP  GÞ 2 PRSQðanÞ and ðP  G fccgÞ  PRSQðanÞ
then
16: tag True
17: return tag
Continue the running example in Fig. 2. Objects b, d, e, f,
h, and i are returned as the candidate causes in the filtering
step. Since i falls into all the hyper-rectangles formed by c, it
must be present in the contingency set for other actual
causes. In the refinement step, we need to examine every
candidate cause. Take object b as an example. CP examines
the subsets of {d, e, f, h} in ascending order of their cardinali-
ties. After examining, b’s minimum contingency set is
found, i.e., Gb ¼ fd; ig. Thus, rðb; cÞ ¼ 1=3. Then, the algo-
rithm uses the object b and Gb to examine d and i. We can
find the contingency sets for d and i, i.e., Gd ¼ fb; ig and
Gi ¼ fd; bg, which are also the minimum contingency sets
for d and i. Hence, rðd; cÞ ¼ rði; cÞ ¼ 1=3, and the exami-
nations for d and i are saved. Next, CP proceeds to
examine the following candidate causes until all of them
are examined. Finally, we can get all actual causes for c,
i.e., ffb; rðb; cÞ ¼ 1=3g; fd; rðd; cÞ ¼ 1=3g; fe; rðe; cÞ ¼ 1=3g;
ff; rðf; cÞ ¼ 1=4g; fh; rðh; cÞ ¼ 1=3g; fi; rði; cÞ ¼ 1=3gg.
3.2 Discussion
Up to now, we have proposed algorithm CP to compute the
causality and responsibility for the non-probabilistic-reverse
skyline object on the discrete samplemodel. In the sequel, we
extend CP to the continuous pdf model. Obviously, CP can
be easily extended to tackle the CRP on probabilistic reverse
skyline queries under the continuous pdf model. Nonethe-
less, there are three differenceswewould like tomention.
First, in the filtering step, algorithm CP finds the candi-
date causes for a non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object
using a range query. Under the pdf model, it is impossible
to form the hyper-rectangles for all the samples of a non-
probabilistic-reverse skyline object. Instead, for an uncertain
object u following the pdf model, we only need to form a
single hyper-rectangle via the farthest object to q in the
uncertain region of u. For instance, in Fig. 3, i is the farthest
object in the uncertain region of u3 to q. Hence, Rec1 is the
hyper-rectangle formed by u3. However, if an uncertain
object u lies in different sub-quadrates formed by q, the
hyper-rectangle of u is the union of the hyper-rectangles
formed in every sub-quadrate. Take Fig. 3 as an example
again. Uncertain object u2 has its uncertain region located
into two sub-quadrates, i.e., sub-quadrate 3 (S3) and sub-
quadrate 4 (S4). Based on the farthest object to the query
object q, Rec2 and Rec3 are the rectangles of u2 formed in S3
and S4, respectively. Thus, the final rectangle of u2 is the
union of Rec2 and Rec3 (i.e., Rec2 [Rec3).
Second, algorithm CP needs to find the objects that are
located in all the actual causes’ minimum contingency sets
(Algorithm 1, line 14). For the pdf model, if the objects fall
into the hyper-rectangle formed by the nearest objects to q
in the uncertain region of the non-probabilistic-reverse sky-
line object, these objects must be in every actual cause’s
minimum contingency set. For example, in Fig. 4, the
shadow is the hyper-rectangle formed by the closest objects
to q in the uncertain region of u1. If an uncertain object
Fig. 4. Example of the pdf model.
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locates inside the shaded area, it must be contained in the
minimal contingency set of u01s actual cause. Note that, if an
object falls into many sub-quadrants, it cannot form such
hyper-rectangle, e.g., the object u2 in Fig. 4.
Third, algorithm CP needs to compute the probability of
an uncertain object being a reverse skyline object to judge
whether it is a probabilistic reverse skyline object (Algo-
rithm 2, lines 6 and 15). The probability is the summation of
all possible worlds under discrete sample model, while that
under the pdf model is the integration of the whole uncer-
tain object.
In the following, we analyze the time complexity of algo-
rithm CP. Let jRPj be the cardinality of the R-tree indexing
an uncertain dataset P, jCcj be the cardinality of a candidate
cause set, jCaj be the cardinality of the objects that must be
in the minimum contingency of real causes, and jCbj be the
cardinality of a counterfactual cause set. The time complex-
ity of algorithm CP is presented in Theorem 1 below.
Theorem 1. The time complexity of algorithm CP is
OðjRPj þ jCcj  2jCcCa[ CbjÞ.
Proof. Algorithm CP can be divided into two steps, i.e. fil-
tering and refinement. In the filtering step, CP traverses
the R-tree to get candidate causes. In worst case, it takes
OðjRPjÞ. In the refinement step, algorithm CP verifies the
candidate causes by examining the subsets of the candi-
date cause set. For each candidate cause, it needs to exam-
ine 2jCcCa[ Cbj subsets in the worst case. Thus, it needs
OðjCcj  2jCcCa[ CbjÞ time in the refinement step. Totally,
the time complexity of algorithm CP is OðjRPjþ
jCcj  2jCcCa[ CbjÞ. The proof completes. tu
From Theorem 1, it is observed that the performance of
algorithm CP depends on the value jCc  Ca [ Cbj. If it is
large, CP could be inefficient. To this end, in our future
work, we would like to develop more efficient algorithms
for CR2PRSQ computation, e.g., using other probability
based pruning strategies to find the causality as early as
possible. In addition, it is worth mentioning that, algorithm
CP is not relevant to the number of the instances per uncer-
tain object.
4 EXTENSION
If the uncertain object has only a single value with the prob-
ability being 1, it corresponds to the certain data, which are
ubiquitous in reality. In this section, we explore the CRP on
reverse skyline queries (RSQ) for the certain dataset, and
extend our proposed algorithm CP to compute the causality
and responsibility over RSQ, which show the flexibility of
CP. First, we formalize the CRP on RSQ. Also, we refer to a
non-answer to a reverse skyline query as a non-reverse sky-
line object for simplicity.
Definition 6 (CRP on RSQ). Given a dataset P, a query object
q, and a non-reverse skyline object an, the CRP on RSQ
(CRPRSQ) needs to (i) find a set C  P such that (a) 8c 2 C,
c is an actual cause for an, and (b) 8c0 2 P  C, c0 is not an
actual cause for an; and (ii) 8c 2 C, compute its responsibility
rðc; anÞ based on Equation (1).
Fig. 5 depicts an example of CRPRSQ, where P ¼ fa; b;
c; d; e; f; g; h; ig and the object a is specified as the non-
reverse skyline object. It is observed that ðP  fb; dgÞ 2
RSQðaÞ and ðP  fb; dg  fegÞ  RSQðaÞ. Therefore, e is an
actual cause for awith rðe; aÞ ¼ 1=3.
Clearly, algorithm CP can be easily extended to handle
CRP on reverse skyline queries. Similarly, the basic idea fol-
lows the filter-and-refinement framework, i.e., the first step
is to find the candidate causes for the non-reverse skyline
object, and then refine them to get the actual causes with
their responsibilities. However, there are two differences
we would like to mention.
First, in the filtering step, when algorithm CP finds the
candidate causes for a non-probabilistic-reverse skyline
object, it should maintain all the hyper-rectangles formed
by every sample of a non-probabilistic-reverse skyline
object. For the computation of candidate causes for a non-
reverse skyline object, we only need to maintain a single
hyper-rectangle formed by the non-reverse skyline object.
Its correctness can be guaranteed by Lemma 1 since Lemma
1 can also be applied to reduce the search space of the actual
causes for the non-reverse skyline object. We can re-state
Lemma 1 for CRPRSQ computation as follows. Given a data
set P, a non-reverse skyline object an, an object pð6¼ anÞ 2 P ,
and a query object q, if q is not dominated by p w.r.t. an, p is
not an actual cause for an.
Second, in the refinement step, algorithm CP verifies the
candidate causes to obtain the actual cause with its respon-
sibility. As luck would have it, for CRPRSQ computation,
we can identify the actual causes without any verification
and meanwhile derive the minimum contingency set for
actual causes. It can be ensured by Lemma 7 below.
Lemma 7. Given a non-reverse skyline object an, a candidate
cause set Cc containing all the objects that dominate the query
object q w.r.t. an, and an object c, if c 2 Cc, c is an actual cause
for an, and its minimal contingency set is G ¼ Cc  c.
Proof. First, we have to show that the candidate cause c is the
actual cause for an. (i) If jCcj ¼ 1, for c 2 Cc, ðP  fcgÞ 
RSQðanÞ. Thus, c is a counterfactual cause for an with
G ¼ . (ii) If jCcj > 1, for every c 2 Cc, we have
ðP  ðCc  fcgÞÞ 2 RSQðanÞ and ðP  CcÞ  RSQðanÞ.
Hence, c is an actual cause for an with G ¼ Cc  fcg. Sec-
ond, we demonstrate that the cardinality of the contin-
gency set G ¼Cc  fcg is the minimum among all
contingency sets for c. Assume, to the contrary, that there
is a smaller contingency set G’ for c. Then, there is a set DG
satisfying for 8p 2 DG, p 62 G0 and p 2 G. Obviously,
ðP  G0  fcgÞ 2 RSQðanÞ since all the objects in DG domi-
nate the query object q w.r.t. an. Thus, G
0 is not a qualified
contingency set for c, which contradicts with our assump-
tion. The proof completes. tu
Fig. 5. A running example of CRPRSQ.
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Based on Lemma 7, all the candidate causes are actually
actual causes, and they share the same responsibility. If we
get the complete set Cc of candidate causes, the responsi-
bility of each actual cause c 2 Cc for an can be calculated
by Equation (4). As an example, in Fig. 5, the objects b, d,
and e form the complete set Cc for a, and rðb; aÞ ¼ rðd; aÞ ¼
rðe; aÞ ¼ 1=3
rðc; anÞ ¼ 1
Ccj j : (4)
Based on the aforementioned discussion, we develop an
algorithm, called CR, to compute the causality and responsi-
bility for a non-reverse skyline object. Algorithm CR only
need to issue a window query to find all the objects falling
into the hyper-rectangles formed by the non-reverse skyline
object via traversing the R-tree RP . Lemma 7 guarantees
that all those objects are actual causes, and the responsibility
for every actual cause can be calculated by Equation (4). The
pseudo-code of CR is omitted here due to the paper space
limitation. We can derive that the time complexity of algo-
rithm CR is OðjRP jÞ, in which jRP j is the cardinality of the
R-tree on dataset P. This is because the time complexity of
CR comes from the R-tree traversal to find the actual causes.
In the worst case, it needs to visit the whole R-tree a single
once, whose time complexity is OðjRP jÞ.
5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of our proposed algorithms under a variety
of experimental settings. All experiments are conducted in a
Windows PC with 2.8 GHz CPU and 4 GB main memory,
and all the algorithms are coded in Cþþ.
5.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we use two types of datasets, namely,
uncertain datasets and certain datasets, to verify the perfor-
mance of algorithms CP and CR. We employ the real
uncertain dataset NBA, which includes 15,272 records
about 3,542 players on 17 attributes, available at the web
site www.databasebasketball.com. We select four attributes:
total points (PTS), total Field Goals (FIE), total rebounds
(REB), and total assists (AST). To be more specific, every
player is considered as an uncertain object, and all the
records of the player form the instances of the uncertain
object/player. In addition, we assume that each instance
shares the equal appearance probability. We also generate
synthetic uncertain datasets with various parameter values,
similar as [26], [27]. In order to produce an uncertain object
u, we first select the center Cu of u in a D-dimensional data
space within domain [0, 10,000] for each dimension. Then,
we select a radius r within [rmin, rmax], which indicates the
maximum deviation of the object position from Cu. In
addition, we create randomly a hyper-rectangle that is
tightly bounded by the sphere centered at the center Cu
with radius r. We consider two classes of distributions for
Cu, i.e., Uniform and Skew. We utilize two types of radius
distributions for r, i.e., Uniform and Gaussian. Within the
uncertain region of each object, we generate random sam-
ples following the uniform distribution. Therefore, we
have four types of datasets, denoted as lUrU, lUrG, lSrU,
and lSrG, where lU and lS denote the distribution of center
Cu following Uniform and Skew, respectively; rU and rG
represent the distribution of radius r following Uniform
and Gaussian, respectively. In addition, the certain datasets
include real and synthetic datasets by following [14], [18].
Specifically, we employ a real certain datasets, namely,
CarDB. CarDB is a 2D (i.e., Price and Mileage) dataset, con-
taining 45,311 tuples, which is extracted from Yahoo! Autos.
Following [14], [18], [26], we also create four synthetic cer-
tain datasets, i.e., Independent, Clustered, Correlated, and
Anti-correlated. For every (uncertain or certain) dataset, it is
indexed by an R-tree [4] with 4,096 bytes page size.
We study the performance of our presented algorithms
under various parameters. Their value ranges and default
settings are listed in Table 2, which follows [14], [26], [27].
We deploy the number of node accesses (i.e., I/O) and CPU
time as the main performance metrics. In the experiments,
we select randomly 50 non-answers, and report their aver-
age performance.
5.2 Case Study
In this section, we present case studies for algorithms CP
and CR. First, we show the case study for algorithm CP.
Towards this, we employ the NBA dataset. We specify that
the query object is q(3,500, 1,500, 600, 800), the probability
threshold is 0.5, and the non-probabilistic-reverse skyline
object is a well known player Steve John. Finally, we find 26
causes, including the famous players such as Michael Jor-
dan and LeBron James. Table 3 lists the whole causality and
responsibility for Steve John.
Second, Table 4 shows a case study for CR algorithm on
CarDB dataset, which lists all the causes for a non-reverse
skyline object an(7,510, 10,180) w.r.t. the query object q
(11,580, 49,000). Obviously, all the causes are better than q
TABLE 2
Parameter Ranges and Default Values
Parameter Range
dimensionality d 2, 3, 4, 5
dataset cardinality 10 K, 50 K, 100 K, 500 K, 1000 K
probability threshold a 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1
the range of radius [rmin, rmax] [0, 2], [0, 3], [0, 5], [0, 8], [0, 10]
TABLE 3
The Causality and Responsibility for Steve John
Causality Responsibility Causality Responsibility
LeBron James 1/16 Charles Barkley 1/20
Wilt Chamberlain 1/16 Allen Iverson 1/21
Oscar Robertson 1/16 John Havlicek 1/21
Michael Jordan 1/18 Jason Kidd 1/21
Dennis Rodman 1/18 George Gervin 1/21
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 1/18 Karl Malone 1/21
Larry Bird 1/18 Shaquille O’neal 1/22
Gary Payton 1/18 Bill Sharman 1/22
Dave Debusschere 1/19 Kevin Garnett 1/22
Hakeem Olajuwon 1/19 Dwyane Wade 1/24
Tim Duncan 1/19 Chris Webber 1/24
Pete Maravich 1/20 Kevin Johnson 1/24
Kobe Bryant 1/20 Alex English 1/24
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w.r.t. an. As an example, for the first cause c(10,995, 34,493),
we can find that jc½price  an½pricej ¼ 3;485 < jq½price 
an½pricej ¼ 4;047, and jc½mileage  an½mileagej ¼ 24;313 <
jq½mileage  an½mileagej ¼ 38;820. Therefore, the returned
causes are meaningful.
5.3 Results on Algorithm CP
In the second set of experiments, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of algorithm CP. First, we compare
the performance of CP with naive algorithm. As mentioned
earlier, the time complexity of naive method for CR2PRSQ
is OðjPj2jPjÞ, which is extremely expensive. Hence, we
present an improved baseline for CR2PRSQ here, denoted
as Naive-I. Naive-I first finds the candidate causes like CP,
and then, it refines them by examining all the subsets of can-
didate cause set. Fig. 6 depicts the performance of the two
algorithms. It is observed that the I/O of CP and Naive-I is
the same, while the CPU time of algorithm CP outperforms
that of Naive-I algorithm. This is because the I/O cost
mainly comes from the first step of the algorithms, i.e., find-
ing the candidate causes, which is the same for both CP and
Naive-I. Consequently, the I/O cost of them is identical. At
the refinement step, algorithm CP utilizes a series of strate-
gies to boost efficiency. Thus, the CPU time of algorithm CP
is smaller than that of Naive-I algorithm.
Second, we explore the impact of probability threshold a
on algorithm CP. We use synthetic datasets with
jPj ¼ 100K, dimensionality ¼ 3, and the range of radius
[rmin, rmax] being [0, 5], and report the performance of CP in
Fig. 7. It is observed that, the CPU time of algorithm CP
degrades with the growth of a while the number of node
accesses remains the same. CP follows the filter-and-refine-
ment framework. In the filtering step, it traverses the R-tree
to find the candidate causes for a non-probabilistic-reverse
skyline object. All the node accesses are made during the fil-
tering step. Although the probability threshold a varies, the
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object does not change.
Therefore, the number of node accesses of CP remains
unchanged. Notice that, the CPU time of the filtering step
does not change. In the refinement step, CP finds the mini-
mum contingency set G for every candidate cause. When a
becomes larger, the cardinality of G increases as well.
Hence, it takes more time in the refinement step as a
ascends. Accordingly, the CPU time of CP also grows. How-
ever, when a ¼ 1, the CPU time of algorithm CP drops dra-
matically. This is because, when a ¼ 1, all the candidate
causes are the final result, and thus, the refinement step is
skipped which helps to cut down CPU time.
Third, we study the influence of the range of radius [rmin,
rmax] on algorithm CP, and present the results in Fig. 8. It is
observed that, the performance of CP degrades as [rmin,
rmax] increases. The reason is that, if the range of radius
becomes larger, the hyper-rectangle formed by the samples
of the non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object is enlarged
accordingly. Hence, the number of candidate causes
ascends, and algorithm CP takes more time in both filtering
and refinement steps.
Next, we investigate the impact of dimensionality.
Towards this, we vary dimensionality from 2 to 5, and fix
a ¼ 0:6, ½rmin; rmax ¼ ½0; 5, and jPj ¼ 100K. As expected, in
Fig. 9, the number of node accesses and CPU time drop as
dimensionality increases. This is because, in the high
Fig. 6. CP cost versus naive cost.
Fig. 7. CP cost versus a.
Fig. 8. CP cost versus [rmin, rmax].
TABLE 4
The Causes for a Non-Reverse Skyline Object (7510, 10180)
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dimension, uncertain objects are dominated by fewer
objects. Therefore, the number of the actual causes for the
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object is decreased, and
the performance of algorithm CP is improved.
Finally, we inspect the impact of cardinality on algorithm
CP. Fig. 10 plots the corresponding results. As expected, the
I/O cost and CPU time of CP ascend as P grows. The reason
is that, the larger the dataset cardinality is, the more inten-
sive the data is. Thus, there are more candidate causes for
the non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object, incurring lon-
ger processing time.
5.4 Results on Algorithm CR
In this section, we present the experimental results on algo-
rithm CR. First, we evaluate the efficiency of CR by compar-
ing it with Naive-II algorithm. To be more specific, Naive-II
first finds the candidate causes for the non-reverse skyline
object, and then, it employs the whole subsets of candidate
cause set to refine them. Fig. 11 shows the performance of
the two algorithms. Note that, in Fig. 11, IND, COR, CLU,
and ANT represent Independent, Correlated, Clustered, and
Anti-correlated, respectively. As expected, CR and Naive-II
have the same I/O cost. Recall that only the computation of
candidate causes generates I/O overhead, which is the
same for both CR and Naive-II. Therefore, the I/O cost of
CR and Naive-II is identical. Moreover, it is observed that
the CPU time of CR is better than that of Naive-II. This is
because, after getting candidate causes, Naive-II needs veri-
fication for candidate causes but CR does not. Thus, algo-
rithm CR has fewer CPU time.
Second, we study the impact of dimensionality d on the
performance of algorithm CR. We utilize four synthetic
datasets where the cardinality of datasets is fixed at 100 K,
and show the efficiency of algorithm CR in Fig. 12. It is
observed that the performance of CR is improved with the
growth of dimensionality. This is because, in high dimen-
sions, each object has a lower probability to be dominated
by other objects. Consequently, the number of actual causes
for a non-reverse skyline object drops, resulting in much
better performance of algorithm CR.
Third, we fix dimensionality at 3, and change the dataset
cardinality jP j from 10 to 1,000 K to verify its effect on
algorithm CR, with the results on synthetic datasets
depicted in Fig. 13. As expected, the number of node
accesses and CPU time ascend as jP j grows. The reason is
that, when the dataset cardinality increases, the data would
become more intensive since the data space is not changed.
Hence, the object has a higher probability to be dominated.
Therefore, the causality for a non-reverse skyline object is
Fig. 11. CR cost versus naive cost.
Fig. 9. CP cost versus dimensionality.
Fig. 10. CP cost versus cardinality. Fig. 12. CR cost versus dimensionality.
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also larger with the growth of the cardinality, incurring
higher I/O and CPU costs.
5.5 Remarks
In summary, we can conclude that (i) the returned causes are
meaningful; and (ii) our proposed algorithms, viz., CP and
CR, are efficient and scalewell under a variety of parameters.
6 RELATED WORK
In this section, we survey the previous work on reverse sky-
line queries, causality and responsibility, data provenance,
and why-not questions.
6.1 Reverse Skyline Queries
The problem of reverse skyline queries has received much
attention in the database community, since it was originally
introduced by Dellis et al. [14]. In order to compute the
reverse skyline of an arbitrary query object, several efficient
algorithms have been proposed, including BBRS [14], RSSA
[14], RSA [1], FRRS [18], and GSRS [18]. In addition to the
traditional reverse skyline query, many variants of reverse
skyline queries are explored as well, such as bichromatic
reverse skyline query [42], reverse k-skyband query [19],
ranked reverse skyline query [19], and maximal reverse sky-
line query [3]. Recently, the techniques for reverse skyline
computation over uncertain data (i.e., probabilistic reverse
skyline) [26], wireless sensor networks [41], data streams
[2], [43], arbitrary non-metric similarity measures [15], and
MapReduce [36] have also been studied in the literature.
It is worth mentioning that probabilistic reverse skyline
and reverse skyline queries only return query results, but
not the causality and responsibility of their non-answers.
Consequently, the existing algorithms for probabilistic
reverse skyline and reverse skyline queries cannot be
applied in our work.
6.2 Causality and Responsibility
Causality is originally an active research area in the field of
logic and philosophy over the centuries [12], [20], [25], [33].
Recently, Meliou et al. [28], [29], [30] extended the notions
of causality and responsibility to the database community.
They present a general overview of causality in the context
of databases [28], introduce functional causality as a
refined definition of causality [29], and compute the causes
and their responsibilities for conjunctive queries [30].
Meliou et al. [31] propose the view-conditioned causality
to account for the effect of a tuple on multiple outputs
(views). Lian and Chen [27] investigate the causality and
responsibility for probabilistic nearest neighbor search in
uncertain databases in order to handle the sensitivity of
query answers. Qin et al. [38] explore the computation of
the responsibility for the lineages of conjunctive queries
with inequalities. Moreover, Freire et al. [16] study how
particular interventions, e.g., tuple deletions in the input of
a query, impact its output.
It is worth mentioning that, causality and responsibility
are query-dependent. The current efforts mostly focus on SQL
queries and probabilistic nearest neighbor search. Thus,
existing causality and responsibility techniques cannot be
applied directly to tackle the causality and responsibility
computation on probabilistic reverse skyline queries. It is
necessary to design efficient approaches to find the causality
and responsibility for the non-answers to probabilistic
reverse skyline queries and reverse skyline queries.
6.3 Data Provenance
Data provenance, which explores the derivation of a piece of
data that is in the query result, has been widely studied in
the database literature. The data provenance models include
why-provenance, where-provenance, how-provenance, and
so forth. To compute data provenance efficiently, many
methods have been proposed, including non-annotation
approaches [6], [13] and annotation methods [5], [11]. The
non-annotation approaches create an “inverted” query to
compute the data provenance, whereas the annotation meth-
ods utilize extra information, which is recorded during the
evaluation of a query, to derive the provenance of data. In
addition to certain databases, data provenance in uncertain
databases has also been investigated in [22], [23], [39], [40].
As pointed out by Meliou et al. [30], data provenance is
related to why-so causality, i.e., the causality for answers.
Nonetheless, in this paper, we focus on the causality for
non-answers. Therefore, it is infeasible to utilize data prove-
nance techniques to our work. In addition, we also take the
responsibility of causes into consideration, which is ignored
by data provenance.
6.4 Why-Not Questions
Why-not questions have become a hot research topic in
database community, which aims to clarify the missing
tuples in the query result. Recently, why-not questions have
been explored on SQL queries [7], reverse skyline queries
[21], reverse top-k queries [17], metric probabilistic range
queries [8], to name but a few. The existing approaches for
answering why-not questions can be classified into three
categories: (i) manipulation identification, (ii) database
modification, and (iii) query refinement.
It is worth noting that, the difference between why-not
questions and causality and responsibility is two-fold. First,
Fig. 13. CR cost versus cardinality.
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why-not questions try to find the lineage for the non-
answers, which is different from the causality and responsi-
bility for non-answers. This is because the notion of causality
and responsibility is established on the contingency set, while
the lineage of non-answers for why-not questions does not
consider it. Second, why-not questions utilize the database
modification and query refinement to make the non-answers
appear in the query result, which is not considered by the
causality and responsibility. Consequently, the techniques of
why-not questions cannot be applied in our work.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, for the first time, we study the problem of
the causality and responsibility on probabilistic reverse
skyline queries. We propose an algorithm called CP to
efficiently compute the causality and responsibility for the
non-probabilistic-reverse skyline object. Specifically, CP
follows the filter-and-refinement framework, and utilizes
several strategies to speed up the computation. In addition,
we study the causality and responsibility on reverse sky-
line queries, and extend CP to compute the causality and
responsibility of the non-reverse skyline object. Extensive
experiments using both real and synthetic data sets dem-
onstrate the performance of our presented algorithms. In
the future, we plan to develop more efficient algorithms
for CR2PRSQ computation. Also, we intend to investigate
the CRP on other queries, such as reverse top-k queries.
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